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This paper presents an artificial neural network
enhanced stereo vision obstacle detection and avoidance
system for unmanned ground vehicle. The diagram of the
main components is shown in Figure 1. We can
decompose the system into two parts: the neural network
training and the obstacles detection and voidance.
Accordingly those will be described in Section 2 and
Section 3 of this paper. In Section 2, we describe the
difference of our method and IPM obstacle detection
method firstly, then we built a neural network to learn the
mapping from the left image to the right image secondly,
and we give the mapping result and the different image
lastly. In Section 3, we use the correlation coefficient
between the left remapped image and the right image to
determine obstacle and give the experimental results.

Abstract—This paper presents a neural network enhanced
stereo vision obstacle detection and avoidance system for
unmanned ground vehicle.We build a neural network to
learn the mapping for the left image to the right image
under the assumption of a flat road. Using the trained
neural network we map the left image to the right directly
and we get the left remapped image. So obstacles can be
detected using correlation values between the right image
and the left remapped image. With detection result the
system tells the unmanned vehicle how to avoid obstacles.
Our system does not require intrinsic calibration of stereo
cameras and it does not perform the two IPM transforms.
With neural network’s parallel processing our system
reduces the computation expense and increases the real-time
performance. Experimental results show that our system is
practicable.
Keywords- neural network; stereo
detection; unmanned ground vehicle.
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In this section, we describe the difference of our
method and IPM obstacle detection method firstly, then
we built a neural network to learn the mapping from the
left image to the right image secondly, and we give the
mapping result and the different image lastly.

INTRODUCTION

Obstacle detection and avoidance play the important
role in an autonomous driving vehicle. Obstacle detection
means to extract areas that the intelligent vehicle cannot or
should not be traversed by. obstacle areas such as rocks,
fences, trees, and steep slopes are examples. Commonly
used obstacle detection methods include vision-based
methods, radar-based methods and multi-sensor fusion
methods. Vision based methods can be mainly divided
into two classes: one is based on monocular vision, such
as optical flow method [1,2], the other is based on stereo
vision which generates depth estimations from two or
more stereo images [3~6].

A.

The application of IPM in obstacle detection
Because a complete three-dimensional reconstruction
is very time consuming , the application of IPM (inverse
perspective projection)[7] to stereo images plays a key
role especially in obstacle detection. Much of the research
described in this thesis depends on projective geometry [8].
In the existing literature [9~12], the road is usually
assumed to be flat. Given the calibration parameters of the
camera, both left and right images can be changed using
the inverse perspective transformation. In [9], the authors
mapped left and right images onto the same coordinates
using the inverse perspective projection. Image points on
the road produced no disparities, i.e., they had the same
coordinates in both transformed images, whereas points on
obstacles produced large disparities. Thus, obstacles can
be detected by subtracting one image from the other. The
IPM detection method in [9] is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. The diagram of our system
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IPM AND NEURAL NETWORK
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In our application, we build a neural network with
two-layer structure: the hidden layer and the output layer.
The network structure is illustrated in Figure 4. The
coordinates of pixels in the left image are used as the
neural network’s input, and the coordinates of pixels in the
right image are used as the output. Thus, the network is a
feed-forward neural network (FFNN) with two inputs and
two outputs.
The transfer function for hidden layer is the
symmetrically tangent hyperbolic sigmoid-function. The
output layer transfer function is pure linear. In particular,
more number of hidden neurons does not correlate with
more correct classification rate. Experiments prove that
one hidden layer with four neurons is enough to our
system.

Figure 2. Diagram of the obstacle :(a) left image,(b)right image,(c)
remapped image to (a) ,(d) remapped image to (b), (e)difference image
between (c) and (d)

Although these IPM obstacle detection methods are
simple and have been applied in the ARGO autonomous
vehicle, they are not very robust :(1)If we use IPM
transform, we must know the specific acquisition
conditions (optics, orientation, camera position, etc.)[13]
and the camera must be mounted in a fixed position, so
other kind of sensors can sense the calibration of the
system and the surrounding environment[14]. (2) the
calibration parameters must remain unchanged while the
vehicle is moving and distortions of the two cameras
cannot be too large. Small sensor position changes can
result in false indications of obstacles. (3)They are no
suitable for high speed applications because of the
computation expense with the IPM transforms.
In our system, obstacle detection method is much
similar to the IPM method. Under the assumption of a flat
road, we map the left image to the right using a neural
network directly and we get the left remapped image. If
there is no obstacle, the left remapped image should be
same with the right image. Obstacles can be detected using
correlation values between the right image and the left
remapped image. So our method does not require the
camera calibration parameters and it does not perform the
two IPM transforms. It is faster and more robust then IPM
detection method.

Figure 4. The network structure for our system

The graphs and symbols of linear and hyperbolic
tangent sigmoid transfer functions are shown as Figure 5.

Figure 5. The input function and the output function

II) Getting the training-dataset and training
We get a pair of stereo images from the video stream:
the left image and the right image. Both images must be
unlikely to contain obstacle in the region of interest (ROI)
Then we can get the training dataset by two
steps:(1)Detect the Corners in each image.（2） Identify
points which are in both images using Sum of Squared
Differences (SSD) algorithm [15][16]. For more details of
getting matching features points we can refer to
“Matlab(7.8.0 R2009a) demos/Blocksets/Video and Image
Processing/Registration/Disparity Estimation for Stereo
Vision”

B. Construction and training of the neural network
In this section we will build a neural network and let it
learn the mapping from the left image to the right image.
The main work of this section is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 6. The matched methed points in ROI

Figure 6 shows the matched feature points in ROI in
the left and right images. We use the coordinates of
matched feature points as the neural network
training-dataset. All testing images were obtained from the
Multimedia Imaging Technology portal hosted by the
University of Auckland.

Figure 3. The neural network training

I) The network structure
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As we know, there are many neural network training
algorithms, such as Back Propagation, Resilient
Propagation and Quick Propagation. To our system these
algorithms have little effect on the quality of the results of
the training,. but there is much difference in the time

required for training. Experiments indicate the Back
Propagation algorithm is better to our system. So we
selected back propagation the neural network training
algorithm.. The training-dataset is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1: THE NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING-DATASET
Input vector: the coordinates of feature points in the left image
Horizontal coordinates（u） 383

324

408

143

108

353

539

553

485

216

101

285

125

146

528

465

515

388

446

380

410

398

397

380

301

294

300

365

326

335

327

347

316

319

Target vector: the coordinates of feature points in the right image
58 304 496 534 470 196 66 266
Horizontal coordinates（u） 337 260 364 90
389 446 380 412 398 397 380 300 294 300 365 326
Vertical coordinates（v）

101
335

124
328

505
346

450
316

498
319

Vertical coordinates（v）

Nprod is insensitive to differences in lighting conditions
and weather conditions[17].
The normalized product correlation (NProd) is
computed as follows.
Suppose that images X 、 Y , of size m × n

In fact, the neural network training process is the
process of estimating geometry and intrinsic calibration of
stereo cameras. But all are done by the neural network.
C. The Mapping from the left image to the right image
We get a pair of images for the stereo videos. Figure 7
shows the left image and the right images. We use the
trained neural network to map the left image to the right,
and we get the left remapped image. We get a pixel-wise
difference between the left remapped image and the right
image Figures 8 shows the left remapped image and the
difference images. Figure 8 also shows that the vehicles
and people above the ground are apparent, while their
shadows, which we do not consider to be obstacles, have
been removed.

X (i, j ) 、 Y (i, j ) , 1 ≤ i ≤ m 、 1 ≤ j ≤ n are points
in X 、 Y ), then the normalized product correlation
(

(NProd) algorithm can be expressed by Formula (1):
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Supposing that X is the left remapped image and
Y is the actual right image, then as the value of R
increases, the assumption of the road being flat is correct
to a greater degree, and the possibility of obstacles being
present therefore decreases. So we can set a threshold T. If
R>T we can say there is no obstacle in ROI.
Experimental results show that the threshold can be, for
example, T=0.95. If R<T, then obstacles are present.

Figure 7. The left and right images

B. Image sub-regions in ROI
To determine the orientations of obstacles, we can
separate ROI into 3 sub-regions: Left-front Front and
Right-front. This is shown in Figure 9. If the obstacle is
located in the Left-front sub-region, then the unmanned
vehicle turns right; if the obstacle is located in the
Right-front sub-region, it turns left; if the obstacle the
obstacle is located on the Front, then it can stop or turn left
or right. By this rule, the unmanned vehicle will be able to
avoid obstacles.

Figure 8. The left remapped image and the difference image

III.

m

i =1

∑ ∑

OBSTACLE DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE

From the difference image, we can see the obstacles.
But this is not the terminal goal. Our goal is to tell the
vehicle whether it can go through. In this section, we use
the correlation coefficient between the left remapped
image and the right image to determine obstacle and give
the experimental results.
A.

Determination of obstacles
We can determine whether there are obstacles using
normalized product correlation (NProd) between the left
remapped image and the actual right image. Because
Figure 9. Image sub-regions in ROI
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C. Experimental results
The simulation is implemented by applying this
detection method to 80 pairs of images of stereo sequences
that were recorded on the same road. The stereo sequences
are obtained from the Multimedia Imaging Technology
portal hosted by The University of Auckland.
In Figure 10, the horizontal axis represents the image
sequence number, and the vertical axis represents the
value of R . Figure 10 shows the results in each of the 3
image regions. The blue, green, red lines track the R
values of Left-front、Front and Right-front sub-regions in
ROI respectively. Here the T=0.95, we can see from
Figure 10 that, obstacles are detected in Left-front
sub-region. in the 34~54th and 70~74th frames ,Front
sub-region obstacles are in the 35~40th frames and
Right-front obstacles are in the 32~37th frames. Figure 7
also demonstrates that obstacles appear and disappear in
our ROI.
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